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ABSTRACT

A game System utilizes a first game machine and a Second
game machine. The backup data obtained through playing a
first game on the first game machine is memorized in a first
game cartridge. The first game cartridge is attached to an
extension adapter, and the extension adapter is in turn
mounted on a controller for the Second game machine.
Accordingly, the backup data of the first game machine is
taken into the Second game machine. The Second game
machine is attached with a Second game cartridge. The
Second machine executes a Second game by processing the
backup data according to a Second game program Set up in
the Second game cartridge.
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GAME SYSTEM OPERABLE WITH BACKUPDATA
ON DIFFERENT KINDS OF GAME MACHINES

utilize game-progression-related backup data (e.g., captured

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE
INVENTION

through playing with lower-grade-machine game Software.
PlayerS may desire to play Such an associated game between
different game machines.
0008. The transfer of game software data to a different
game machine requires Special purpose connection hard

character kinds and capability values, experience value data,

acquired items or lives, etc.) which has been acquired

0001) 1. Field of the Invention
0002 This invention relates to a game system which can
use backup data on different kinds of game machines for
playing games. More particularly, the invention relates to a
game System which can utilize the backup data Stored in a
certain type of game machine memory medium, Such as a
game cartridge, on another different kind of game machine
having Superior processing capability, thus realizing game
play in association with different kinds of game machines in
an inter-linking fashion.
0003 2. Description of the Prior Art
0004 Conventionally, as shown in U.S. Pat. No. 5,552,
799, game play is possible on a home Video game machine
using a program Stored on a game cartridge for a portable
game machine. However, this prior art is not adapted for
playing an inter-linking game on the Video game machine by
using backup data Stored on a portable-machine game car
tridge.
0005 Conventional game software for portable or video
game machines, even if Serially arranged with respect to
genre or game idea, are produced independently in Video
game machines having different processing capabilities.
There has been no game Software available that takes
interchangeability into account where games are played in
an associated fashion on different kinds of game machines.
0006 There has been no interchangeability in the con
ventional game Software between portable or Video game
machines having different processing capabilities. It is
impossible to use Such data (so-called backup data) that
varies due to game progression and is acquired through
playing on One game machine, in game play on another
game machine having different processing capabilities .
Thus, there are difficulties in making efficient use of Such
game-progression-related data as gained through spending
Significant time during game play. Such game-progression
related data may include, for example, data relating to
captured characters or character capability values in a game
involving capturing displayed characters, and data relating
to cleared Stages, player object capability values and expe
rience values in a game relating to cleared Stages by increas
ing the player character (or player object) experience value
while battling with displayed enemies as in a role-playing
game. Where the Video game machines for playing a game
with game Software are different from one another, even if
the Software is applicable for a higher-grade machine with
respect to game methods and rules of game play, it is been
heretofore impossible to perform game play on another
higher-grade game machine using Such game-progression
related data, Such as experience values, that have been
acquired through playing under control the game Software of
a lower grade game machine. Thus, Such associated games
between different kinds of game machines have not hereto
fore been realized.

0007. In a system using higher and lower processing
capability game machines, playerS may not expect perfect
interchangeability. However, they may desire to effectively

ware. Such connection hardware has not heretofore been

available which is easy to use or handle.
0009. Where such interchangeability is provided between
game-Soft memory mediums of different game machines,
there would be a change in backup data after playing on a
higher-grade game machine, with utilizing the backup data
Stored on a memory medium of a cartridge type or game
machine-integrated type. This changed backup data has to be
updated and written into the memory medium. In Such a
case, when a plurality of players are playing Simultaneously
on a higher-grade game machine, there may occur a differ
ence in Status between the memory medium from which the
backup data has been read at the game Start and the memory
medium to be written by updated backup data upon ending
the game. If a memory medium of one player is to be written
over by another player's backup data, he would lose his own
backup data that has been acquired and raised characters
through game play. Such a situation would be disappointing
to the player and hence should be prevented.
0010. The present invention provides a novel game sys
tem. The present invention provides a game System which is
capable of utilizing data, that has been obtained through
executing game Software for one game machine where the
game Varies due to game progression, to play a game
according to associated or inter-linked game Software for
another game machine.
0011. It is an object of the present invention to provide a
game System which is capable of utilizing data, that has been
obtained through executing game Software for one game
machine where the game varies due to game progression, to
enjoy a more Sophisticated associated game.
0012. It is a further object of the present invention to
provide a game System which is capable of writing one
player's backup data into a memory medium without erro
neously writing over other player's backup data even where
a plurality of players play on the same higher-grade game
machine by providing player-by-player identification data in
memory mediums Storing game Software.
0013 A game system playable utilizing backup data for
different kinds of game machines according to the present
invention, is adapted to use the backup data, obtained though
playing a game on a first game machine including a first
processing System, for game play on a Second game machine
different from the first game machine and including a Second
processing System.
0014. In accordance with one embodiment of the present
invention, the game System comprises: a first backup data
memory for Storing backup data obtained by processing a
first game program Stored in a first game program memory
by a first processing System included in a first game
machine; a Second game machine having a Second proceSS
ing System; access circuitry for permitting the Second pro
cessing System to access the first backup data memory, a
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Second backup data memory provided in association with
the Second game machine for temporarily Storing the backup
data read out of the first backup data memory by the Second
processing System; and a Second game program memory
provided in association with the Second game machine for
Storing a Second game program to be processed by the
Second processing System, wherein the Second processing
System effects a game associated with the backup data by
executing the Second game program Stored in the Second
game program memory while utilizing the backup data
Stored in the Second backup data memory.
0.015 According to an embodiment of the present inven
tion, a novel game System is provided that can utilize data

(so-called backup data), that has been obtained through

executing certain machine game Software where the game
Varies due to game progression, in playing a game according
to associated game Software for another game machine.
0016. With the game system of the invention, it is pos
Sible to enjoy a Second game by taking over the backup data,
Such as experience values, lives and gained characters,
obtained through playing a first game according to prior
game Software for a different kind of game machine. By this
methodology, time Saving occurs in obtaining desired
backup data as compared to playing the Second-game Soft
ware from its beginning.
0.017. Where an earlier-released first game machine is
lower in processing capability than a later-released Second
game machine, it is possible to play a game with more
functions than those of the first-machine game Software
according to Second-machine game Software associated with
a first-machine game content.
0.018. The access mechanism includes a connector for
electrically connecting the Second processing System to the
first backup data memory. This electrical connector includes
a game machine connector for connecting the first game
machine to the Second processing System where the first
backup data memory is incorporated in the first game
machine. The game machine connector includes a connector
for connecting between a first interface provided in the first
game machine and connected to the first processing System
and a Second interface provided in the Second game machine
and connected to the Second processing System.
0019. The electrical connector includes a memory
medium connector for connecting the first external memory
medium to the Second processing System when the first
backup data memory includes a first external memory
medium that is attachable and detachable from the first game
machine. Where there is a controller associated with the

Second game machine and connected to the Second proceSS
ing System, the memory medium connector includes an
adapter for connecting the external memory medium to the
controller. The adapter includes a first connector provided on
the controller and a Second connector connected to the first
COnnectOr.

0020. The first game program memory and the first
backup data memory may be formed in different areas in the
first memory or on one memory medium. The Second game
program memory and the Second backup data memory may
be formed at different areas in the Second memory or on one
memory medium.
0021. In an exemplary embodiment, first identification
information holding locations Store first identification infor

mation, (e.g., game name, version data) in association with

the first backup data memory and use determining Software

determines based on the first identification information

whether the backup data Stored in the first backup data
memory is usable or not. In this case, an indication of
inapplicability is generated indicating that the backup data is
not-usable.

0022. In one embodiment of the present invention, the
game System further comprises write hardware and Software
for writing the backup data read out by a Second processing
System into the Second backup data memory. Where the
Second backup data memory includes a plurality of memory
areas, the game System further specifies the first backup data
memory, wherein the write hardware and software writes the
backup data into one of the memory areas corresponding to
the first backup data memory. Where the acceSS mechanism
includes a plurality of acceSS channels through which the
plurality of first backup data memory are enabled to acceSS
by the Second processing System, the System specifies an
acceSS channel through which the Second processing System
has access to the first backup data memory thereby speci
fying the first backup data memory.
0023. In a further embodiment of the present invention,
the game System updates the backup data Stored in the first
backup data memory depending upon changes caused as a
result of executing the Second game program by the Second
processing System. The updated backup data is once written
in the Second backup data memory. Where the Second
backup data memory includes a plurality of memory areas,
the processing System writes the updated backup data into
one of the plurality of memory areas corresponding to a first
backup data memory.
0024. Also, the game system comprises second identifi
cation information holding memory locations for holding
Second identification information in association with the first

backup data memory, an identification information read
circuit reads out the Second identification information from

the Second identification information holding memory loca
tions, and a temporary memory temporarily Stores the Sec
ond identification information, wherein the processing Sys
tem determines whether the backup data in the first backup
data memory may be updated or not, depending upon the
Second identification information Stored in the temporary
memory.

0025 The processing system determines whether to
update backup data by reading out the Second identification
information associated with the first backup data memory to
which the Second processing System is accessing, and deter
mines whether Second identification information Stored in

the temporary memory and the Second identification infor
mation have a predetermined relationship or not.
0026. In this aspect, when a plurality of players plays
games Simultaneously using their own first-machine backup
data on the Second game machine and thereafter write varied
backup data into their own first backup data memory, it is
possible to prevent against mistaken writing with another
player's backup data.
0027. The Second game program may be a game program
asSociated with the first game program, and the Second game
program may include a conversion program for rendering
the first game program to a form processable by the Second
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processing System. Where the conversion program includes
an acceleration program according to which the Second
processing System can execute the first game program at a
Speed higher than a speed of execution of the first game
program by the first processing System, it is possible to play
a game with the first game program on the Second game
machine at a Speed greater than that of play when the first
game program is executed on the first game machine.
0028. The first and second game programs may be arbi
trary kinds of game programs. In accordance with one
exemplary embodiment, the first game program includes a
game program to capture a character appearing in a game, a
captured character code to specify a captured character when
a player captured the character appearing in the game, a
write program to Store capability data representative of the
capability of the character into the first backup data memory,
and the Second game program includes a battle proceSS
program to effect a game process by using the captured
character code and the capability data for each captured
character to cause battling with a character captured by
another player.
0029. In another exemplary embodiment, the first game
program includes a program for displaying a two-dimen
Sional character as an image for the game, a game program
for capturing a character appearing in the game, and Write
program for Specifying a captured character code to Specify
a captured character when the program captured a character
appearing in the game into the first backup data memory, and
the Second game program includes a program for displaying
each character with polygons as a three-dimensional image
corresponding to a character code, displaying the captured
character in a three-dimensional image based on the cap
tured character code.

0030 The above described objects and other objects,
features, aspects and advantages of the present invention
will become more apparent from the following detailed
description of the present invention when taken in conjunc
tion with the accompanying drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0.031 FIG. 1 is an exemplary block diagram of a game
System according to one embodiment of the present inven
tion;

0.032 FIG. 2 is an illustrative view of a memory map of
memories used in first and Second game machines in the
FIG. 1 block diagram;
0.033 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a game system
according to another embodiment of the present invention;
0034 FIG. 4 is an external view of one example of a
Second game machine to which the present invention is
applied;
0035 FIG. 5 is a perspective view of an extension
adapter as viewed from above,
0.036 FIG. 6 is a perspective view of the extension
adapter as viewed from backside;
0037 FIG. 7 is a side view showing a state before
connecting the extension adapter to a controller;
0038 FIG. 8 is a side view showing a state where a
first-machine game cartridge is attached to the extension
adapter and the extension adapter is mounted on the con
troller;

0039 FIG. 9 is an exemplary main routine flowchart
according to one embodiment of the present invention;
0040 FIG. 10 is an exemplary subroutine flowchart of a
reading process,
0041 FIG. 11 is an exemplary Subroutine flowchart of a
picture book mode,
0042 FIG. 12 is an exemplary Subroutine flowchart of
the picture book mode,
0043 FIG. 13 is an exemplary subroutine flowchart of an
attack mode,

0044 FIG. 14 is an exemplary Subroutine flowchart of
the attack mode,

004.5 FIG. 15 is an exemplary subroutine flowchart of a
backup data update mode,
0046 FIG. 16 is an example of a display of a title screen;
0047 FIG. 17 is a view showing an example of display

ing identification codes (ID codes) and names of one player
or more in the picture book mode,
0048 FIG. 18 is a view showing an example of display
ing a command input State wherein one player is Selected in
the picture book mode,
0049 FIG. 19 is a view showing an example of display
ing a list of captured monsters in the picture book mode,

0050 FIG. 20 is a view showing an example of display
ing information on one monster (type 1) Selected in the

picture book mode,
0051 FIG. 21 is a view showing an example of display

ing information on the monster (type 2) Selected in the

picture book mode,
0052 FIG. 22 is a view showing an example of infor

mation on the monster (type 3; with commentaries about
tricks) selected in the picture mode,
0053 FIG. 23 is a view showing an example of display
ing hit-point data and capability data of a plurality (six) of
monsters Selected for battling in the battle mode; and
0054 FIG.24 is a view showing a scene battling between
the respective monsters of the first and Second players in the
battle mode.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

0055. The “game system playable by utilizing backup
data on different types of game machines” (hereinafter
referred to as "game System') as embodied in an exemplary
embodiment of the present invention includes a first-ma
chine that is a portable game machine or an LCD-type
portable game machine, and a Second-machine which is a
Video game machine that is not portable. Using the backup
data obtained through playing according to first-machine
game Software executed on the first-machine, the game is
played on the Second-machine while processing a Second

machine game program associated with (or inter-linked to)
the first-machine game Software. That is, the Second-ma
chine game program is executed in association with the
first-machine game.
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0056. Here, the backup data may take various data forms
with respect to genre kind of game Software. For example,
where the Software is concerned with a game to capture

animals, imaginary pets, or fictional animals (monsters), or

to raise captured animals, or to make the animals captured
for players to battle with, the backup data may be constituted
by the captured-character data to Specify characters thus
captured, the data representing capabilities of the captured
characters or the data relating to trickS applicable to the
battle. Where the Software relates to a role playing game, the
backup data may include data concerning the kind and
number of acquired items, the kind of black arts applicable,
experience values, life values, etc. Further, where the game

Software is a baseball game (as one example of a sport
games), the backup data may include, past team play, a
batting average, the number of home runs, the number of
Stolen bases, an error rate, an earned run average, the
number of Strikeouts of each player, batting power, running
power, ball Speed, etc. matched to a training condition.
0057. In this manner, the backup data varies depending
on a kind of game. By way of example only, an explanation
follows relating to a game to capture a fictional animal or the

like, to train (raise) the captured fictional animal or make it
battle.

0.058 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a game system
according to one embodiment of the present invention. In
FIG. 1, the game system of the invention includes a first
machine 10 having a game cartridge 15 Storing backup data

in its backup data storing memory (temporary storing
memory: e.g., RAM). This backup data can be utilized to

play a game using a Second-machine game program Stored
in a game cartridge 25 or a disc memory medium 35. That
is, a game related to the first-machine game Software or a
game operable in association with the first-machine 10 can
be played using the backup data.
0059 Here, the first-machine 10 is, for example, a por

table game machine or an LCD-type game machine (e.g., the
product “Game Boy” marketed by the present inventors

assignee, registered trademark). The Second-machine 20 is,
for example, a recently-developed game machine (e.g., the
product “Nintendo 64 marketed by the present inventors

assignee) utilizing an advanced technology, Such as 32 or 64
bits, which is higher in processing capability (i.e., for
example, in CPU bit number, CPU program processing

capability per unit time or image representability) as com

pared with that of the first-machine 10. Note that the
first-machine 10 may alternatively employ, for example, an
8- or 16-bit video game machine, if it is lower in proceSS
ability than the Second-machine 20. Also, the Second-ma
chine 20, if it is a 16 or 32 bits video game machine, may
be equivalent in processability to the first-machine 10. This
would be effective for a case where the first-machine 10 is

to a connector 13 as well as a controller 14 for instructing the
movement or motion of a game character. A memory car
tridge 15 is disconnectably connected to the connector 13.
Further, the CPU 11 is connected to a RAM 11, including a
working RAM, a display RAM and the like, and is con
nected to an LCD drive circuit 18 for driving a liquid crystal

display (LCD) 17.
0061 Note that the first-machine 10 is not limited to such

a structure that is detachably attached with a memory
cartridge 15 but may be a structure incorporating therein a
ROM 15a and RAM 15b, and a housing may be integrally
provided with a connector to transfer the backup data Stored
on the RAM 15b directly or indirectly through a cord, etc.,
as shown in FIG. 3.

0062). In place of the ROM 15a, a RAM having a large
capacity (SRAM), whose data is prevented by a battery from
being lost, may be provided. One part of the S-RAM is used
as a program area corresponding to ROM 15a and the

remaining area is used as a backup data (temporarily storing)

area corresponding to RAM 15b. In Such a case, the first
machine game program is previously Stored in the program
area. The program area is installed with a program to
prohibit backup data from being written thereon. Further,

instead of using cartridge 15 (external memory medium)

including the ROM 15a and RAM 15b, a high-capacity

RAM (can be used with the built-in RAM 16) may be

provided within the first-machine 10 so that the RAM is used
both as program and backup data areas wherein the program
area is updated and written by the data associated with a
desired program.
0063. The memory cartridge 15 incorporates a non-vola

tile memory (e.g., ROM, EP-ROM, one-time ROM; here
inafter referred to as "ROM") 15a mounted on a substrate
for Storing a first-machine game program, and a Writable
readable memory (e.g., RAM, EP-ROM; hereinafter
referred to as “RAM”) 15b as one example of a backup data
memory (or temporary store) for memorizing backup data
occurring and developing in the course of game progression.
0064. The ROM 15a is previously loaded, as shown in a
memory map at the upper left in FIG. 2, with a first-machine

game program (e.g., the data of characters appearing in the
game, program data for controlling the display of characters,

a backup data write program, etc.), as well as game title data
(the game title and the versions if one game title includes
multiple versions). The RAM 15b includes a memory area
for Storing, on a cartridge-by cartridge basis, a discrimina

tion code, player (or trainer) names, data relating to gained

characters, gained-character capability data, etc. The Sub
Strate has a plurality of terminals formed at one side, for

electrical connection to the connector 13.

0065. The identification code refers to an arbitrary code
a user has input by operating the controller 14 in order to
identify an owner of the cartridge 15 or a Ser. No. of the
first-machine 10. For example, the ROM 15a may be
structured by a one-time ROM fixedly written with a Ser.
No. of the cartridge 15 thereon.
0066. The second-machine 20 uses a memory cartridge

of a portable type and the Second-machine 20 is Stationary
type connectable to a home-use TV set. However, the
invention is of course not limited to the technological
relationships between the machines in the above-Stated
examples.
0060. In the explanation below, an LCD-type portable
game machine is used as an example of the first-machine 10.
The first-machine 10 includes, for example, an 8-bit CPU 11.
The CPU 11 is connected with an input/output interface

an external memory medium therefor. The Second-machine
20 includes, for example, a 64-bit CPU 21. The CPU 21 is

(hereinafter referred to as “I/O”) 12. The I/O 12 is connected

connected to an input/output interface (hereinafter referred

(hereinafter referred to as “cartridge') 25 as one example of
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to as “I/O”) 22. To the I/O 22 are connected a connector 23a
for connection with a Second-machine memory cartridge 25,

a connector 23b for connection with a controller 24, and a

connector 23c if required. The connector 23b is connected
with a controller 24 through a connector 23d. Note that,
where the Second-machine 20 is usable for a game in which
a plurality of players participate at a Same time, a plurality
of sets of connectors 23b, controllers 24 and connectors 23d

are provided.
0067. The connector 23a is disconnectably connected to
the cartridge 25. Further, the CPU21 is connected to a RAM
26 employed as a working RAM and an image processing

unit (RCP) 27.
0068 The RAM 26 includes, as shown at lower right in

FIG. 2, memory areas 261-264 respectively utilized for a
plurality of players, and further including a flag area 265, a
counter area 266, and register areas 267.268. The memory
areas 261-264 are written, at areas corresponding to the

controller, to include backup data (cartridge 15 identification
code, name, data related to gained characters, data related to
capability for each gained character, etc.) and game-Soft
ware title and version data which have been stored in RAM

15b of the cartridge 15 connected to the controllers 24A
24D through an extension adapter 50. The flag area 265
includes flags Fa-Fd corresponding respectively to the con
trollers 24A-24D, which can be written by a logic “1” to
identify any of the controllers 24A-24D connected with a
cartridge 15. The counter area 266 is utilized for counters

(CNT1, CNT2) that are used to detect a controller 24A-24D
connected to the cartridge 15, and a player-by-player
memory area in RAM 26. The registers areas 267.268 are
used to Store the power of two player's monsters battling in
a battle mode.

0069. The RCP27 is connected to a video RAM 28. The
video RAM 28 has a memory area for storing red (R), green
(G) and blue (B) color data corresponding to each dot of one
CRT Screen Such as a raster Scan display, So that color data
is written in and/or read from the memory area for color
display under control of RCP 27. The color data read from
video RAM 28 is converted by an encoder and/or composite
image Signal generating circuit 29 into analog R, G, B
Signals and/or a composite image Signal which is Supplied to
the CRT.

0070 The memory cartridge 25 is structured similarly to
the memory cartridge 15, and incorporates, by mounting on

a substrate, a non-volatile memory (e.g., ROM, EP-ROM;
hereinafter referred to as "ROM") 25a for storing a second

machine game program, and a Writable readable memory

(e.g., RAM, EP-ROM; hereinafter referred to as “RAM”)

25b as one example of a temporary Store for Storing backup
data occurring and Varying during game progression.
0071. The ROM 25a uses a ROM that is greater in
capacity than the ROM 15a, and is previously loaded, as
shown in a memory map at upper right in FIG. 2, with a

Second-machine game program (e.g., data relating to char

acters appearing in the game, program data for controlling
the display of each character, program for writing backup

data, etc.). Although the game program Stored in the ROM

25a is partly common in Scenario or playing methodology to
the first-machine program, the ROM25a includes a program
particularly structured to realize image representation and
complicated Scenario that are reflectable by the greater

processing capability of the Second-machine 20. For
example, if the first-machine game program displays two
dimensional images, the Second-machine program may gen
erate three-dimensional images or represent three-dimension
images in addition to two-dimension game images depend
ing upon the Scene. The Second-machine program may also
include an increased number of modes of training, raising,
etc. or increased kinds of combat methodologies or rules, or
other variations, as compared with those of the first-machine
program.

0072 The RAM 25b has a memory capacity several
times greater than that of the RAM 15b in order to store the
backup data of a plurality of players. Otherwise, the memory
capacity of RAM 25b may be the same as that of the RAM
15b if an extension disc drive 31 is employed. The RAM 25b
has a circuit board having a plurality of terminals formed on
one Side So that it is electrically connectable with the
connector 23a.

0073 A writable/readable magnetic disc drive 31 may be
used, if extensionality is required for the player to tempo
rarily Store game-related backup data or modify the game
program in order to enjoy his own game program. In Such a
case, the extension disc drive 31 is connected to the con
nector 23c. On the extension disc drive 31 is mounted a

Writable and readable disc (e.g., magnetic disc) 35, Such as
a magnetic disc or magneto-optical disc. This disc 35 is used
in place of or in combination with the memory cartridge 25.
It is also possible to use, in place of the magnetic disc 35, an
extension memory medium, such as a CD-ROM, hard-disc,
and magneto-optical disc.
0074. In operation, when a first-machine 10 is used to
play a game, the player may attach a memory cartridge
containing desired game Software So that he manipulates the
controller 14 to play a first-machine game. At this time, CPU

11 generates display data for a player character (a character
in motion in response to player's operation), according to a
ROM 15a program and an operating status of the controller
14. The CPU 11 also generates display data for a back
ground, enemy character, etc., according to programs, irre
Spective of the player's operation. The display data is
combined and then supplied to the LCD drive circuit 18, for
display on the LCD 17. During game operation, the CPU 11
updates the backup data by temporarily storing it in RAM 16
each time a condition to generate or update backup data is
fulfilled in the progreSS of a game, and transferS the backup
data therefrom to the RAM 15b at appropriate timing. In the
case of a game to capture a fictional animal, the backup data
stored in RAM 15b includes, for example, player-designated
name data, owner-specifying identification data created by
random number data, captured-animal name data or char
acter codes, captured-animal capability data, and growth
data by raising, as shown in a memory map at lower left in
FIG. 2. Note that the backup data differs depending on a
game kind or genre, as Stated before.

0075) To play an associated (or inter-linking) game on the

Second machine 20 utilizing the backup data gained through
playing the game on the first machine 10, the Second
machine 20 is attached, at its connector 23a, with a memory

cartridge 25 storing a game program (for a series game

wherein higher exchangeability is Secured at least in one

function) having a relation to a game content in the memory

cartridge 15. Alternatively, a disc 35 similarly storing a
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program having a relation thereto is attached to the exten
sion disc drive 31. In addition, the memory cartridge 15
containing desired backup data is attached to the extension

adapter 50 (FIG. 5, FIG. 6) as one example of a connector,
so that this extension adapter 50 is attached to the connector

24a (FIG. 7, FIG. 8) of the controller 24. Due to this, the

Second-machine 20 is placed in an indirect connection with
cartridge 15 for the first-machine 10 through the extension
adapter 50 and an appropriate connector.
0.076 Thereafter the controller 24 is operated in order to
start the second-machine game. Although CPU 21 at this
time begins to operate based on programs Stored on the
ROM25a, it first reads out game title and version data stored
on the ROM 15a and writes the data onto a first-player area

261 in the RAM 26, and reads out the backup data (e.g.,
cartridge identification code, name, one or a plurality char

modified embodiments. For example, the connector 24a

(FIG. 7, FIG. 8) of the controller 24 and/or the connector

23e of the second-machine 20 may be formed adapted to the
end-face shape and contact Structure of the memory car
tridge 15 incorporating the ROM 15a and RAM 15b so that
the memory cartridge 15 can be connected directly or
indirectly through cords or connectors to the controller 24 or
the second-machine 20.

0079. In place of the system structure shown in FIG. 1,
another example of a game System as shown in FIG.3 may
be employed. That is, the embodiment of FIG. 3 incorpo
rates the ROM 15a and RAM 15b in the first-machine 10

thus forming an integrated type System, wherein the ROM
15a and RAM 15b are connected to the CPU 11 through the
I/O 12, instead of forming the ROM 15a and RAM 15b of
the memory cartridge 15 in a cartridge. This connector 13 is

acter codes, capability data by captured character, etc.)

determined in Such a form and contact Structure that is

stored on the RAM 15b and writes the data into the area 261.

connectable to the connector of the controller 24 and/or the

When there are a plurality of players, another player con
nects his own cartridge 15 to his controller 24 through an

tion of the connector 13 of the first-machine 10 to the

extension adapter 50 (FIG. 5, FIG. 6) so that the backup
data is written to a Second-(to-fourth) player area of the

RAM 26. In this manner, the backup data is written on a
player-by-player basis in the RAM 26 in a manner discrimi
nating one player's data from another player's data. The
CPU 21 executes a game proceSS based on the program
Stored in ROM 25a, and controls game processing in asso
ciation with the first-player's backup data Stored in the area

261 of the RAM 26. It can be considered that this associated

process includes displaying a backup-data library, e.g., dis
playing character names based on the codes of captured
characters, and displaying character-basis capability data
together with the captured character names. The associated
process, as other examples, may include various processes,
Such as displaying with capability classification to facilitate
opting a character in a combat mode, displaying a list of
Same-kind of characters with their numbers for reference to

eXchange characters with a friend, displaying with compari
Son of capability data of both-Side characters when compet
ing with a friend, processing a competition according to
another rule, etc.

0.077 Utilizing the backup data on the memory cartridge
15, further backup data occurs through playing according to
the game program for the Second-machine 20. That is, the
newest backup data, obtained by updating the backup data
upon being read from the RAM 15b, is stored in the RAM
26 when the play on the second-machine 20 is ended. At this
time, if the player opts an update mode by icon manipula
tion, the CPU 21 effects an updating process according to a
read/write program. Specifically, the CPU 21 reads out the
cartridge identification data, Such as identification codes,
names, etc., stored in the RAM 15b of the memory cartridge
15 connected to the controller 24, and compares read-out
data with the cartridge identification data, Such as relevant
player identification code, names, etc., Stored in the RAM

26. When both identification data are coincident with (or in
a predetermined relationship), the relevant player's backup
data stored in the RAM 26 is read out and then written, for

updating, into the RAM 15b. This prevents other player's
backup data from being erroneously written over the RAM
15b of the memory cartridge 15.
0078. The methods to connect the RAM 15b, with asso
ciation, to the Second-machine 20 includes a variety of

connector 23e of the second-machine 20. Thus, the connec

connector (not shown) of the controller or the connector 23e

within the second-machine 20 allows the backup data stored
on RAM 15b to be transferred through the I/O 12, connector
13, controller 24, connector 23d, connector 23b, and I/O 22

or through the I/O 12, connector 23e and I/O 22 to the CPU
21 by which the data is written into the RAM 26. In this case,
the program-Storing ROM 15a and the backup-data-Storing
RAM 15b may be structured as a large capacity RAM
having Such a data capacity as adding together their capaci
ties as was explained in the FIG. 1 embodiment, so that the
large capacity RAM can be backed up by a battery to write
the first-machine program into the program area prior to
Starting a game on the first-machine 10.
0080 Further, a cord at is respective ends may be con

nected with connectors (not shown) fittable for the connec
tors 13, 23 so that the first-machine 10 (or RAM 15b) and
the Second-machine 20 are connected, in an indirect fashion,

through the cord and the connectors. In Such a case, the
game play operation on the Second-machine 20 may be
implemented by using the first-machine controller 14 in
place of the controller 24.
0081 Incidentally, when using a disc 35 and disc drive
31, the extension adapter 50 or memory cartridge 15 may be

connected to the attachment connector 23e (or disc drive
exclusive connector). Also, if the Second-machine 20 is
provided with a connector for external memory (RAM)
connection, then the extension adapter may be Structured for
connection to that connector.

0082 The ROM 25a may have a conversion program
(emulator program) Stored therein in order to convert the

first-machine game program into a Second-machine game
program without providing the ROM 25a with a common
program to that stored in the ROM 15a. The program stored
in ROM 15a is also written into the RAM 26 by means of
a read/write control program thereby using the first-machine
program as a program for the Second-machine. By doing So,
it is possible to eliminate duplication or inefficiency of

programs.

0.083 Preferably, because the CPU 21 of the second
machine 20 is by far higher in processability than the CPU
11 of the first-machine 10, a conversion program with a high
Speed, Such as 2-times, 4-times, or 8-times the Speed of CPU
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11, may be stored in addition to or in place of a program of
the same processing Speed as that of the first-machine 10.
This serves to increase the player object moving Speed or

other game progression speeds (the Speed of raising or
training captured animals, etc.), thus Speeding up the game

progression.
0084. Referring to FIG. 4, there is depicted an external
View of one exemplary embodiment of the Second-machine
20 used in the game system of the invention. In FIG. 4, the
second-machine 20 includes a housing 19, in addition to the
circuit configuration shown in FIG. 1. The housing 19 has
on a top surface an insertion aperture 191 formed for
receiving therethrough a cartridge 20 for the Second-ma
chine 20, and a power Switch 192 and a reset switch 193
provided at a front thereof. The cartridge insertion aperture

191 is provided therein with a cartridge connector 23a (see
FIG. 1). The game machine 20 has a front panel on which

a plurality of controller connectors 23b are provided to
connect with controllers 24. The game machine 20 has at a
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0089 Referring to FIG. 5 and FIG. 6, there are illus
trated perspective views of an extension adapter 50, wherein
FIG. 5 is a perspective view as viewed from the front while
FIG. 6 is a perspective view as viewed from the backside.
The extension adapter 50 has an insertion projection 52
formed in a T-form on an upper surface of a housing 51. This
insertion projection 52 is designed in Such a form that it can

be inserted into an extension-RAM (not shown) insertion
hole 248 (FIG. 7) formed on the backside of the controller

24. The insertion projection 52 has a connection circuit
board 53 built therein. The connection circuit board 53 is

connected in a T-form to a circuit board incorporated within
the housing 51. The connection circuit board 53 is connect

able to the connector 24a (FIG. 7, FIG. 8) provided deep

within the insertion hole 248 of the controller 24. The

insertion projection 52 is formed, in one Side Surface, with
a lock receSS 54 which is engageable for locking with a lock

claw (not shown) formed within the insertion hole 248 of the

backside a connector for extension which is connectable to
a disc drive unit 31.

controller 24. At the backside of the extension adapter 50, an
insertion aperture 55 is formed in order to receive a first
machine cartridge 15. Within the insertion aperture 55, a
connector 50a is arranged to connect with the cartridge 15.

0085. The controller 24 includes a housing 241 formed
with handles (three in the illustration). The housing 241 has

This connector 50a is connected to the circuit board. The
circuit board is mounted with a detection circuit and a data

a top Surface on which arranged are a direction instruct
Switch 242 for a player to operate instructing directions of

transfer control circuit (both not shown). The detection

character or object movement, an analog Switch (referred to
as also as a 3-D Stick or joystick) 243 for instructing

while the data transfer control circuit transferS the data in the

directions of movement on an analog basis, and a plurality

Second-machine 20 via an internal circuit of the controller
24.

of motion Switches 244 and reset/start buttons 245. The

motion Switches 244 includes Switches 244a–244f, which are
for instructing motions of a player character or player object
in a game mode and Selecting various kinds of commands in
an image creation input mode. The housing also has, at
upper Side Surface, Side Switches 246,247 for instructing
other motions. The controller 24 has an insertion cavity 245

having therein a connector (not shown) which is used to
connect with an extension RAM (not shown) in the case the

RAM 15b being insufficient in memory capacity. The con

troller 24 connector is used to connect with an extension

adapter 50. Note that in the explanations given hereinbelow
it is assumed that up to four players can play at a same time
on the second-machine 20. Where the controller needs to be

distinguished, the controller for a first player will be referred
to as 20A and Second, third and fourth playerS respectively
as 20b, 20O and 20D.

0.086 The disc drive 31 has a housing 311 having at a top
a connector 312 for connection with an extension connector

(FIG. 1 or FIG. 3). The housing 311 has a disc insertion
aperture 313 formed at a front face thereof. Into the disc

aperture 313 is inserted a disc-formed record (or memory)
medium (hereinafter referred to as “disc") 35, such as a

readable and Writable magnetic or magneto-optical disc.
0087. The second-machine 20 is connected with a display

unit (CRT) 40, such as a home-use TV set.
0088. The connector 23b shown in FIG. 4 may be
connected with a communication cable So that the first

machine 10 is directly connected with the second-machine
20 through the communication cable. In Such a case, a

cartridge other than the game cartridge 15 (FIG. 1) is
attached to the first-machine 10 and this other cartridge is
connected to the Second-machine 10 through the communi
cation cable and the connector 23b.

circuit Serves to detect that the cartridge 15 is attached to,
RAM 15b and/or ROM 15a of the cartridge 15 to the

0090. As shown in FIG. 7, the extension adapter 50 is
inserted into the insertion hole 248 at the backside of the

controller 24 thereby connecting its connection circuit board
53 to the connector 24a. Then, a cartridge 15 is inserted from
the rear of the controller 24 into the insertion aperture 55 as

shown in FIG. 8, so that a circuit board (not shown) in the

cartridge 15 is brought into connection to the connector 50a.
This allows the backup data stored on RAM 15b of the
cartridge 15 to be transferred to the second-machine 20 via
the extension adapter 50 and the controller 24.
0091. In this manner, the extension adapter 50 has a
T-formed exterior to have the insertion projection 52 to be

inserted into the insertion hole 248 formed at the backside of

the controller 24. Due to this, the controller 24 coupled to the
extension adapter 50, when rested, takes an almost horizon
tal position. Thus, the controller 24 is stable in a rest
position, that is, the controller 24 is easy to manipulate even
when it is placed on a table or pedestal.
0092. Further, the connection of the cartridge 15 to the
controller 15 is made using the extension adapter 50. Due to
this, even when the second-machine 20 is remotely located

from the player (e.g., near to a TV receiver 40), the player
positioned where the controller 24 is at his hand can easily

connect (attach/detach) the cartridge 15.
0093. Referring to FIG. 9, there is shown a main flow
chart for explaining the operation of the game System of the
invention. FIG. 10 through FIG. 15 are subroutine flow
charts each showing a detail of a certain Step of the main

flowchart. Note that, in FIG. 9, the Subroutine-flowchart

figure No. is given in parentheses within a corresponding
Step S box, while the figure No. illustrating an on-Screen
display example by the Step is given at beside the relevant
step No. outside the box.
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0094. With reference to the FIG. 9 flowchart and on
Screen display examples, prior to starting a game, prepara
tions are made by attaching a cartridge 15 to the extension
adapter 50 and connecting the extension adapter 50 to the
controller 24 So that the controller 24 is connected to the
connector 23b of the second-machine 20. It is herein

assumed that the player has played the game with a game
cartridge 15, that has a certain bearing on a Second-machine
cartridge 25, attached to the first-machine 10, and acquired

a plurality of monsters, wherein the monster names (or
acquired character codes) and monster-by-monster basis
capability data have been stored in the RAM 15b. Some
player may have Stored capability data enhanced by training
the monster. It is also assumed that, where two users or

players compete with each other, a first player uses a
controller 24A and a second player a controller 24B.
0.095 When power switch 192 is turned on, the main
routine of FIG. 9 is started. That is, the CPU 21 of the

Second-machine 20 executes the following processes

according to the program data stored on the ROM 25a (or
magnetic disc 35) in the cartridge 25.
0.096] At a step S1 an initializing process is performed.
The initializing process writes initial data into or clears the
memory areas, for example, of the external RAM 26 and the
V-RAM 28 of the Second-machine 20. The RAM 26 at all the

memory areas is cleared. At a step S2 a proceSS is executed
to read the backup data stored in the RAM 15b. This read
proceSS will be explained later in greater detail with refer
ence to FIG. 10. At a step S3 a game title and an operation

mode opting screen (see FIG. 16) are displayed. The player
may opt for either one of a “consult picture book” mode to
look over the kinds or details of monsters caught during
playing the game and a “combat mode” to make battle with
a player's own-captured monster and another-player-cap

tured monster (or go to a Stadium), wherein the monsters

have been acquired by playing the game. At a neXt Step S4
it is determined whether a picture book mode is Selected or
not. If the picture book mode is not Selected, then it is
determined at a next step S5 whether in a combat mode or
not. If neither the picture book mode nor the combat mode
is Selected, the process returns to the Step S4 to wait for any

mode Selection.

0097. If the player operates the direction instruct Switch
242 to move the cursor and depresses a Switch for instructing

command selection (e.g. 244a), it is determined that the

picture book mode is Selected, and the proceSS advances to
a step S6. At the Step S6 a picture book mode proceSS is
executed which process is detailed in FIG. 11 and FIG. 12

to be referred to later.

0098. Meanwhile, if a combat mode is opted by the
player, this fact is determined at a step S5, and the proceSS
advances to a step S7. At the Step S7 a combat mode proceSS
is executed which process is detailed in FIG. 13 and FIG.
14 to be referred to below.

0099. After the processing in steps S6 or S7, it is deter
mined at a Step S8 whether a backup data updating proceSS
is occurring or not. This determination is made depending,
for example, upon if the Switch 246 has been depressed or
not. At a Succeeding Step S9, a backup data updating process
is performed. For example, the backup data Stored in a
backup data memory area 261-264 corresponding to a
controller 24A-24D (i.e., attached with an extension adapter

50 and cartridge 15) for which the flag Fa-Fd is written by

logical “1” in the flag area 265 is transferred to the corre
sponding controller 24A-24D and written into a RAM 15b
of a cartridge 15 in connection to the relevant controller. At
a step S10 it is determined whether re-play has been
instructed or not. This determination is made depending
upon if the Switch 245 has been depressed or not. If a re-play
is to occur, the process returns to the Step S3 to repeat the
operations of the steps S3-S 10. If a re-play is not selected
in a predetermined time or the power switch 192 is turned
off, the game operation on the Second-machine 20 is ended.
0100. The details of the steps S2, S6 and S7 of the main

flowchart of FIG. 9 (i.e., detailed subroutines of these steps
S2, S6 and S7) are next described.
0101 The read process of the step S2 is carried out by
executing a read process Subroutine shown in FIG. 10. At a

step S 11, a numeral “1” is first set in the counter (denoted
by an abbreviation CNT1) in order to determine as to which

controller backup data is to be read out. In this case, the
numeral “1” refers to the backup data reading from a
first-player controller 24A. At a step S 12, it is determined
whether or not a first-machine cartridge 15 is attached to the

controller (24A at the beginning) corresponding to the value

of the counter CNT 1. If the cartridge 15 is attached is
determined, the process advances to a step S13. At the Step
S13, a game name and version data of the cartridge 15
attached to the controller 24A are read from the ROM 15a.

At a step S14, the game name and version data thus read are
written into the corresponding memory area 261 to the

controller 24A (for the first player). At a step S15 it is
determined whether the read game name and version data
are predetermined ones or not. This determination is to
confirm that a second-machine cartridge 25 or disc 35 now
being playable is in a predetermined relationship with the
cartridge 15 and that an associated game or motion can be
effected by using the cartridge 15. If the game name and the
version data are determined as predetermined ones, then at

a next step S16 the backup data (e.g., captured character
codes, captured-character-basis capability data, etc.) stored

in the RAM 15b of the cartridge 15 being connected to the
controller 24A through the extension adapter 50 is written
into the memory area 261 of the RAM 26. Thereafter, at a
Step S18, logical “1” is written on the flag Fa corresponding
to the controller 24A to store that the controller 24A is being
used. At a step S19, the counter CNT1 is added by “1”

(CNT1 count value at this time 2). This specifies that the

backup data is to be read at a next time from the Second

player's controller (24B). It is determined at a step S20

whether the count value of the counter CNT1 is 5 or not. If

not 5, the proceSS returns to the Step S12 mentioned before.
When the count value of the CNT1 becomes 5 by four-times
repetition of the Step S12-20 operations, the backup data in
a connected one of the first-to-fourth player's cartridges 15
is read out.

0102) Where the third and fourth player's controllers
24C.24D are not connected with an extension adapter 50 or
where they are connected with an extension adapter 50 but
no cartridge 15 is attached thereto, this fact is determined at
the Step S12, and the process advances to a step S21. At the
Step S21, a message is displayed indicating that a cartridge
15 should be attached to an adapter 50 for the controller
24C.24D. Thereafter, at a step S22 the flags Fc, Fd for the
third and fourth player's controllers 24C.24D are written by
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“0” thereby memorizing that the controllers 24C.24D are not
being used. Then the process advances to the Step S19.
0103) If it is determined at the step S15 that the game
name and the version data are not predetermined ones, then
display is made at a step S23 to show that the game name
and/or version data is inappropriate thereby indicating to
attach a normal cartridge Specified as adaptable for the
present game System.

0104. The picture book mode process referenced at step
S6 is carried out by executing the Subroutine shown in
FIGS. 11 and 12. That is, at a step S31, a display is
generated as shown in FIG. 17 as to the identification code

(ID code) and name of a cartridge 15 being attached to an
extension adapter 50 on any of the controllers 24A-24D for
the respective first to fourth players. At this time, controllers

(e.g., 24C.24D) not being attached with an extension adapter
50 or cartridge 15 are not displayed (cartridge 15 shape is
not displayed) in order to make clear its out-of-use, and

further the identification code and name inherent to an

owner of the cartridge 15 are not displayed. At a step S32 it
is determined whether a player has been Selected or not. This
determination is made based on the movement of the cursor

(hand-shaped mark) to a first player's mark due to depres
Sion of the direction instruct Switch 242 and on the depres
Sion of the Switch 24.4a. However, where the second

machine 20 is connected with the controllers of a plurality

of players (e.g., 24A, 24B), the players corresponding to the

flags Fa-Fd Storing “1” are determined, in order, as to the
presence or absence of Selection. At a step S33, display is
made of a command-opting screen only for the selected

player (see FIG. 18). At this time, the player whose cartridge

15 identification code and owner name are being displayed
can move the cursor to Select a desired command from the

command being displayed on the right Side of the Screen,
and determine the Selection by depressing the Switch 24.4a.
0105. If “picture book” is selected, then at a step S35, a

list of acquired (or collected) monsters is displayed as shown
in FIG. 19. The data on the acquired monsters (e.g., the
number of findings, the number of captures, the number of
possessions, etc.) is displayed. At this time, the player can
move the cursor to opt for a monster he desires to know, and
depress the Switch 244a. This provides display of monster
names through which detailed data can be displayed,
together with marks, Such as blockS or cursors, indicative of
a selection state, as shown in FIG. 19. At a step S37, whether
the Selection-decision Switch 244a is depressed or not is
determined. If no Selection-decision is determined, at a step
S38 it is determined by depressing the Switch 244b whether
cancellation is Selected or not. If none of the Switches are

operated, the process returns to the Step S35 to repeat the
StepS S35-38, thus waiting for Selecting either one of Selec
tion-decision or cancellation.

0106 If it is determined that selection-decision is made,
then at a step S39 the information on the selected monster is
displayed in a type-1 display form as shown in FIG. 20. This
type-1 form of monster information includes a name of the
Selected monster and its appearance as viewed in a certain
direction (e.g., Side-viewed shape, weight, height, features
of the monster, etc. in the illustration). Then, at a step S40
it is again determined that the Selection has been decided or
not. If not decided, it is determined at a step S41 whether
cancellation has been made or not. If neither is Selected, the

process returns to the step S39.

0.107) If opting for the decision, then at a next step S42
the information of the Selected monster is displayed in a

type-2 form (see FIG. 21). This type-2 information display

includes, in addition to for example monster name, a shape
as viewed at another angle, the monster's capability data

(strike power, defensive power, quickness, special abilities),

etc. In a State of type-2 information display, it is determined
whether the player is manipulating the analog joystick 243
or not. If the analog joystick 243 is not operated, then at a
step S44 the monster in display is laterally turned. In this
manner, the operator can look at the entire body of the
monster he selected and know physical features of the
monster.

0108). If it is determined that the analog joystick 243 is
operated upward or downward, the process advances to a
step S45. At step S45, the monster is vertically turned

(frontward or rearward) in display in response to upward or
downward tilt of the analog joystick 243. This allows the
player to know concrete physical features concerning the
monster and recognize how the features are to be reflected
in a battle against a competitor's monster. After the Step S44
or S45, the process advances to a neXt Step S46. At the Step
S46 it is again determined whether Selection-decision has
been opted or not. If the decision has been not opted, then
at a step S47 it is determined whether cancellation is Selected
or not. If neither has been Selected, the process returns to the
step S42 to repeat the operations of the steps S42-S47.
0109) If decision is selected at the aforesaid step S46,
then at a next step S48 the Selected monster is displayed of

information in a type-3 form (see FIG. 22). The type-3

information display includes kinds of weapons available and
damage to the competitor by the weapon or hit-point amount
as well as comments on the feature of the weapon Selected
by the cursor.
0110. At next steps S49, S50 and S51, operations similar
to those explained in the steps S43, S44 and S45 are effected
in response to a manipulation State of the analog joystick

243. At a next step S52, it is determined that trial fire by (or
attempting launch with) the weapon has been selected or not.

This determination is made by moving the cursor to opt a
weapon and then depressing the Switch 244a to designate the
weapon. If Selecting Such weapon trial fire, then at a step S53
the monster using the Selected weapon is displayed at upper
left of the screen. Thereafter it is determined whether the

Switch 24.4b for designating cancellation has been depressed
or not. If cancellation has not been Selected, the process
returns to the step S48. If cancellation has been selected, the
monster list display state shown in FIG. 19 is returned. In
the list display State, if a command "quit' is opted, this fact
is determined at a step S55, and the proceSS returns to the
step S8 of the main routine. Thus, the picture book mode is
ended.

0111 Now explanations will be made on exemplary
details of the battle mode at the step S7 of the main routine,
based on a Subroutine shown in FIGS. 13 and 14. If a battle

mode is Started, a battle Site is displayed at a step S61. At a
Step S62 display is made of two monster images Selected by

two players, various information contents (e.g., monster
names, player names, monster capability data, etc.) and
commands are available in the battle mode (e.g., to attack,
monster, to flee, etc.). Simultaneously, the hit-point data (or
defensive capability) of the monsters one of which was
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opted by each of the two players are respectively Stored in
the registers 267.268. At this time, if any one of the players
operates the analog joystick 243, then at a step S63 image
data is generated for display on the Screen Such that the
monster is displayed at angle and/or in size varied while
moving the camera, in response to operating State thereof.
Such image representation is achieved by calculating data of
a plurality of polygons for a monster based on the positional
relationship between the polygon data and the camera and
asSociating textures with the calculated polygons.
0112 At a step S64 it is determined whether the first
player has opted “battle' or not. If the player has selected
"battle', then at a step S65 a display is generated relating to
the kinds of tricks available with the monster selected by the
player 1. If the player Selects a trick, trick Select-decision is
made is determined at a step S66. At a step S68, Subtraction
is made of the hit point corresponding to a damage to the
opponent by attack from the hit point of the opposite player
Stored on the register 268. The remaining hit point data is
written into the register 268. At a step S69 it is determined
whether the hit point for each of the two players has reached
Zero or not. If neither player's hit points is Zero, the proceSS
returns to the step S64.
0113. Where the second player has opted the command
“battle", actions are effected by steps S71, S72, S73, S74,
S75 and S76, wherein the motions are similar to those of the

steps S64-S69 as were explained above. Nevertheless, the
opponent hit-point Subtraction proceSS at a step S75 is made
by Subtracting Strike power determined by the weapon used
from the hit point of the first player stored in the register 267.
0114. At the steps S69 and S76, if it is determined
whether the hit point of any of the players becomes Zero, a

process for ending the battle operation (e.g., erasing the code
of a defeated monster, etc.) is effected, and then the process

returns to the step S8. The monster codes and capability
data, owned for each of the first and Second players after
ending fighting, is update-stored as backup data into the
memory area 261, 262. Accordingly, the backup data
updated by the backup-data updating process at the aforesaid
step S9 is update-written over the RAM 15b of the corre
sponding player's cartridge 15.
0115 On the other hand, if it is determined that any
player has not opted the command “battle', it is then
determined at a step S77 whether the player 1 has opted
“flee' or not. If the player 1 has selected fleeing, then display
is made at a step S78 such that the monster of the player 1
flees from the battle Site, and then the proceSS advances to
the main routine step S8. Meanwhile, when the player 2 has
opted the command “flee”, display is made at a step S80
Such that the monster of the player 2 runs away, and the
process returns to the step S8. On the other hand, if the
player 1 Selects to change his monster, this fact is determined
at a step S81, and the process returns to the Step S62.
Similarly, if the player 2 Selects to change his monster, that
fact is determined at a step S82, and the process returns to
the Step S62. Thus the combat mode proceSS is carried out.
0116 Now an explanation follows as to details of the
backup data updating process at the Step S9 of the main
routine, based on a Subroutine flowchart shown in FIG. 15.

In the backup data updating process, if only one payer is
playing on the Second-machine 20, there is no possibility of
causing Such problems that another player's backup data is

erroneously written over the RAM 15b of the own cartridge
15 or the own backup data is written by mistake onto the
RAM 15b of another player's cartridge 15. However, there
might be a case of data being written over by another
player's backup data where a plurality of players perform a
battle play on the Second-machine 20 using the backup data

Stored in their own cartridges 15 (or a memory-medium

integrated-type medium-integrated-type first-machine built

with ROM 15a and RAM 15b). Such erroneous writing or
updating backup data is prevented by the following process.
0.117) If the process is in updating backup data as deter
mined at the step S8, then it advances to the step S9 to
execute an updating process Subroutine shown in FIG. 15.
Specifically, at a step S91 a controller 24A is designated by

setting a numeral “1” in a counter (CNT1 in the counter area
266) for designating a controller 24A-24D. It is determined

at a step S92 whether a cartridge 15 is attached to the
controller 24A designated by the counter CNT1 or not. If not
attached, the process advances to a step S98 referred to
below, while if attached the process advances to a step S93.

At step S93 the identification (ID) code and/or name data
(hereinafter referred to as “ID" code, etc.) stored in the RAM

15b of the cartridge 15 attached to the controller 24A is read
out and loaded into a corresponding area in the RAM 26. At

a step S94, by setting a numeral “1” in a counter (CNT2 in
the counter area 266) for designating a player or memory
area 261-264, a memory area 261 corresponding to the
player 1 is designated from which the backup data is to be
read out. At a step S95 ID code, etc. of the player 1 are read
out of the memory area corresponding to the relevant player.
At a step S96 comparison is made between the ID code, etc.
of the cartridge 15 attached to the controller 24A and the ID
code, etc. Stored in the memory area 261 to determine
whether they are coincident with or not. If determined to be
coincident, then at a step S97 the backup data stored in the

memory area (e.g., 261) corresponding to the count value of
the counter CNT2 is transferred to and update-written over
the RAM 15b within the cartridge 15 attached to the

controller (e.g., 24A) corresponding to the count value of the

counter CNT1, and then the process advances to a step S98.
At the step S98, if it is determined that all the controller
24A-24D have not completed of determination as to the
presence or absence of attaching a cartridge to a correspond
ing controller, then at step S99 the counter CNT1 is added

by 1 to designate a next controller (e.g., 24B). Then the

process returns to the aforesaid step S92. The operations of
the aforesaid steps S92-S99 or S95, S96, S100 and S101 are
repeated.

0118. Meanwhile, if determined not coincident at the
aforesaid step 96, it is determined at a step S100 whether the
all the players' ID codes, etc. have been read out or not. If
it is determined that all the players' ID codes, etc. have not
been read out, then at a step S101 the counter CNT2 is
incremented by 1 to designate a memory area 262 for the
player 2, and the proceSS returns to the Step S95. During the
repetition of the steps S95, S96, S100 and S101, if there is
coincidence between the ID code, etc. read out of the

cartridge 15 and the ID code, etc. read out of the memory
area 261-264, then the process advances to a step S97. Also,
in the aforesaid step S98 if all the controllers 24A-24D have
been determined as to attachment of a cartridge correspond
ing thereto, the process returns to the main routine of FIG.
9.
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0119). In this manner, an identification code is stored in
each cartridge 15. When writing backup data in an update
fashion, collation is made between the identification code of

the cartridge being attached to the controller and the ID code
corresponding to the backup data to be written over for
update. If writing-over for update is made only upon coin
cidence, even when a plurality of players are playing at a
Same time on the Second-machine 20, prevention is effec
tively given for a case that a player's own backup data is
written by mistake into another player's cartridge or a
player's own cartridge is written by another player's backup
data.

0120 When writing the backup data gained through
playing on the Second-machine 20 into a cartridge 15
attached to the controller 24, if both the code and the name

data are utilized for checking, erroneous writing can be
positively prevented. However, any one of the ID code and
the name data may be used if exactness is not emphasized.
Other data may be combined with the ID code, etc., to
collate between the cartridge Such data has been read out and
the cartridge to be written over for update.
0121. In the above embodiments, explanations were
made for the case that the first-machine cartridge 15 and the
Second-machine cartridge 25 contain the monster capture
and-raise game and the battle game. However, the techno
logical concepts of the present invention is not limited to
Such games. The invention is also applicable to various
games, includes role playing games and Sports games. In
Such a case, the programs for the first and Second-machines
10.20 will differ in content depending upon the kinds of
game, and the program for controlling the applicability
therebetween may naturally differ depending thereupon.
0122) Although the present invention has been described
and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood that the same
is by way of illustration and example only and is not to be
taken by way of limitation, the Spirit and Scope of the present
invention being limited only by the terms of the appended
claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A communications System for communicating between
Structurally different processing Systems comprising:
a first hand-held processing and display System including:
a case of a size which may be held by hand;
a dot matrix liquid crystal display mounted on a portion
of Said case and having a Screen for displaying at least
alphanumeric information;
a controller having first and Second control Switches, said
controller being operable by a user to enter user iden
tification related information and to control in part the
display of information on Said liquid crystal display;
a removable memory for Storing a control program, Said
case including an insertion port for receiving Said
removable external memory;
a first processor System, coupled to Said removable
memory for executing Said control program and for
controlling the display on Said dot matrix liquid crystal
display;

a Second processing System having an enhanced process
ing capability relative to Said first hand-held processing
System;

a communications link for coupling Said first hand-held
processing System and Said Second processing System;
Said Second processing System including a read/write
memory for Storing user identification data received
from Said first hand-held processing System via Said
communications link and for comparing Said user iden
tification data with predetermined identification data,
Said Second processing System being operable to pro
cess further information received from said first hand

held processing System if Said user identification data
and Said predetermined identification data have a pre
determined relationship.
2. A communications System according to claim 1,
wherein Said further information includes Video game
related data.

3. A communications System according to claim 2,
wherein Said Video game related data includes Video game
backup data.
4. A communications System according to claim 2,
wherein Said Video game related data includes digital Video
game related codes.
5. For use in a communications System for communicat
ing between a first hand-held processing and display System
and a Second processing System having an enhanced pro
cessing capability relative to the first hand-held processing
System, and wherein Said first hand-held processing and
display system includes a case of a size which may be held
by hand; a dot matrix liquid crystal display mounted on a
portion of Said case and having a Screen for displaying at
least alphanumeric information; a controller having first and
Second control Switches, a removable memory for Storing a
control program, Said case including an insertion port for
receiving Said removable external memory; a first processor
System, coupled to Said removable memory for executing
Said control program and for controlling the display on Said
dot matrix liquid crystal display; a communications link for
coupling Said first hand-held processing System and Said
Second processing System, a method of operating Said com
munications System comprising the Steps of
entering user identification information using the control
ler associated with the first hand-held processing and
display System;
Storing Said user identification information in a read-write
Storage device associated with Said first hand-held
processing System;
receiving Said user identification information from Said
first hand-held processing System via Said communica
tions link,

Storing Said user identification information in a read/write
memory associated with Said Second processing Sys
tem,

comparing Said user identification data with predeter
mined identification data; and

processing further information received from Said first
hand-held processing System by Said Second processing
System if Said user identification data and Said prede
termined identification data have a predetermined rela
tionship.
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6. A method according to claim 5, further including the
Step of receiving Video game related data from Said first
hand-held processing System by Said Second processing
System.

7. A method according to claim 6, wherein Said Video
game related data includes Video game backup data.
8. A method according to claim 5 further including the
Step of receiving digital codes from Said first hand-held
processing System by Said Second processing System.
9. In a communications System including a first data
processing device having a first processing System, and a
Second data processing device having a Second processing
system which is structurally different from said first pro
cessing System, a method of operating Said communications
System comprising the Steps of:
executing a program by Said first processing System to
generate first video game related data;
transferring Said first Video game related data over a
communications link from Said first data processing
device to Said Second data processing device;
Storing Said first Video game related data in a read-write
memory resident in Said Second data processing device;
and
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executing a Video game program by Said Second process
ing System and processing at least Some of Said first
Video game related data.
10. A method according to claim 9, wherein one of said
first processing device and Said Second processing device is
a hand-held portable video game device.
11. A method according to claim 9, wherein Said trans
ferring Step includes the Step of transferring game-progres
Sion related data from Said first data processing device to
Said Second processing device.
12. A method according to claim 9, wherein Said storing
Step includes the Step of Storing game related data into a
plurality of partitioned areas of Said read-write memory for
Storing game related data for a respective plurality of
players.
13. A method according to claim 9, wherein said first data
processing device includes a first device read-write memory
for Storing first Video game-related data and further includ
ing the Step of reading Said first video game related data
from Said first device read-write memory and writing Said
first Video game-related data to Said Second data processing
device read-write memory.

